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.Abstract. Security policy management is a difficult and security-critical task. 
We have evaluated Java's policytool with a usability study to see how well it can 
support users in setting up an appropriate security policy. The Java policytool is 
a graphical user interface tool integrated into Sun Microsystem Inc.'s Java 5.0 
distribution for setting up security policies that can enable e.g. applets with more 
permissions than the default sandbox. 
Results show that policytool is in line with other security tools, namely usability 
is poor. Policytool provides a certain degree of syntax help to novice users but 
it does not help with semantics, does not cater to expert users and actually does 
promote the accidental set-up of too lenient a policy. We show specific usability 
problems in policytool, comment on the differences in the policy files created by 
our study users, explore ways of solving the error-prone task of setting up a Java 
policy and relate this to the general subject of usability of security tools. 

1 Introduction 

Security policies come in many different shapes and sizes. They may be long, writ- 
ten documents on how en~ployees must choose passwords, protect their office keys or 
handle documents. They may be short but intricate rules in a proprietary language to 
configure a firewall. What they all have in common is that the policy is highly specific 
to the environment (the company, the household, the user, the network etc.) in which it 
is used. There is no "one size fits all". 

Our interest is in the area of security policies for software. In that area the property 
of "one size does not fit all" has especially dire implications. It means that the end user, 
be it a system administrator or regular home user, must be highly involved in the task 
of setting up a policy because only the end user knows "which size will fit". However, 
all too often end users do not perform such a setup because security is seldom a main 
user goal but rather a secondary exercise to the user's primary goal, which is to make 
the application work. Also, policy setup is difficult and time-consuming. "Finding the 
size that will fit" is a lengthy procedure. 

Clearly, applications that target security need to be carefully designed to be useful 
and usable because "there is already plenty of evidence to suggest that end users do 
not need a great deal of excuse or encouragement to neglect their security responsibil- 
itiesW[l]. Security software is usable if "the people who are expected to use it (1) are 
reliably made aware of the security task they need to perform; (2) are able to figure out 
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l keystore "file:///cmplkeys data"; 

2 31-ant codaBase "file.///tmp/u ]el-'* { 
3 pem1661on ja~a.lang,auntirnePe~miss:on "getProtectionDomain"; 
4 perrnlsslan java.net SocketPermissmn "wu.ida.liu.se:80", "camact ,  resolve"; 
5 perrnlssxon java.uril.Property?ermission "user dir", "read"; 
6 pel-mirs~on ]ava.io FllePemission "/tmp". "reed"; 
7 permlssxon ~a v a . ~ o . F ~ l e P e r m l s s i o n  '/tmp/a". "write, read, delete"; 
a I ;  

Fig. 1. A policy file with certificate database and two policy entries or grant statements. 

how to successfully perform those tasks; (3) do not make dangerous errors; and (4) are 
sufficiently comfortable with the interface to continue using it."[2]. We will come back 
to this definition in the conclusion. 

This paper examines how well the end user is supported in the task of setting up a 
security policy for Java applications. Sun Microsystems Inc. provides policytool [3], a 
tool with a graphical user interface (GUI) that aims at supporting the novice user in the 
task of setting up a security policy for a Java application or component. 

We have evaluated the version of policytool that comes with Java 5.0. For the evalu- 
ation we used the think-aloud method [4] with ten graduate and undergraduate students 
from the area of computer science and with some degree of experience in Java program- 
ming. They were asked to individually set up a Java security policy using policytool 
while thinking aloud about what they were doing and about problems encountered. At 
the end of each evaluation the user was invited to comment on the difficulty of the tasks 
and the support that policytool had provided. Users found a total of 23 specific usabil- 
ity problems. Astonishing differences in the resulting policy could be seen. We have 
used the user observations to draw up suggestions and we comment on how to mitigate 
the difficulty of setting up Java security policies using examples fiom other security 
applications. 

The paper is divided into the following sections. Section 2 describes the security 
architecture and policy files of Java. Section 3 describes the GUI of policytool that is 
used to set up a Java policy. Section 4 contains the study design. Results are shown in 
section 5. We discuss related studies and usability solutions in section 6 and conclude 
the paper with section 7. 

2 Security Manager and Java policy files 

All Java applications as well as other Java components such as servlets, Enterprise 
Java Beans (EJBs) or OSGi bundles (www.osgi.org) can be forced to execute under a 
so-called Security Manager. As of Java 2 the Security Manager can be set up with a 
set of permissions that modify the default policy of the Security Manager. Since the 
introduction of that new Security Manager it has been possible to allow fine-grained 
access control based on where the code was downloaded fiom (the so-called code base) 
and who has signed the code. Since the introduction of JAAS (Java Authorization and 
Authentication Service) it has also been possible to set up access control rules based 
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on who executes the code. In Sun's Java version, the security policy is by default put in 
policy files. These are text files that contain the permissions that are explicitly granted 
to code bases, the location from which a Java class is loaded. 

An example of a policy file is shown in fig. 1.  The file may start with the defi- 
nition of the so-called keystore, a URL to a file that contains public key certificates 
for verifying signed Java bytecode (see line 1 in fig. 1). The policy file consists fur- 
ther of policy entries (also called grant statements) that define positive permissions 
given to the named code base. In fig. 1 there are two policy entries--one for code base 
/tmp/xx. jar (lines 2-8), one for code base /tmp/yy . jar with signer alice 
(lines 9-1 1). Each policy entry consists of one or more permission statements. A per- 
mission statement consists of the keyword permission, the permission class such as 
j ava. i o .  Filepermission, a target such as /tmp and an action such as read 
(line 6). Basicpetmissions such as RuntimePermissions do not have actions, only tar- 
gets (in this case getprotect ionDomain (line 3)). 

Java's security architecture is thoroughly described in [5]. 

3 Java policytool 

The Java policytool is a simple GUI application included in every Java distribution 
and written in Java. The policytool consists of three major windows. The first window 
named Policy Tool (see fig. 2(a)) shows information about where in the file system the 
policy file resides, where the keystore is located and which policy entries are present in 
the file. The File menu contains the items Open, Save, Save As, View WarningLog, Exit. 
The Edit menu contains the items Add Policy Entry, Edit Policy Entty, Remove Policy 
Entry (which are also available as buttons) and Change KeyStore. For details about each 
policy entry one must mark a policy entry and then press Edit Policy Entty. This opens 
the window called Policy Entry (see fig. 2(b)) where all details about the policy entry 
and its permissions are shown. Creating or editing permissions (AddPevmission or Edit 
Permission buttons in fig. 2(b)) requires a third window titled Permissions (see fig. 2(c)) 
where one specific permission is set up. 

4 Study design 

The method of our evaluation was a think-aloud study [4] where end users are using 
the application with a given scenario and tell the evaluator what they are thinking while 
working with the application and how they reason about problems they encounter. 

There were 10 users* in the study (graduate and undergraduate students in the area 
of computer science) who had all worked with Java before. Only one person had pre- 
viously set up a Java security policy. The other nine users had heard of Java security 
policies but had never actually worked with them. 

The scenario for the users in this think-aloud study was that they had just down- 
loaded two Java components from the Internet. The advertisement for the components 

* Literature [6,4] suggests that 3-5 users are enough to identify the most important usability 
problems. 
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described certain functionality but users were told not to trust the components and thus 
to subject them to the Security Manager to see which permissions the components 
would actually need and to set up the components with minimal permissions (according 
to the principle of least privilege). Users were not given access to the source code. 

The first component required permissions as shown in the first policy entry (fig. 1, 
lines 2-8). 

The second component involved signed code, i.e. the code that arrived at the end 
user was signed by Alice and accompanied by Alice's certificate. This task required 
only one permission, but the difficulty was that it was not a standard permission but 
rather one that we had developed for this study (called yy.YPermission, fig. I, line 10). 
This second task also required the set-up of the keystore (fig. 1, line 1). 

The typical procedure was that users ran the component under a Security Manager 
until an access control exception occured (due to the lack of an appropriate permission). 
Then they examined the access control exception message, set up the policy file with 
the required permission and restarted the component. 

While solving the two tasks users were encouraged to give feedback, to think aloud. 
When users could not proceed with their tasks because they did not know how, they 
were instructed to ask the evaluator, rather than searching for on-line documentation. 
As the tool did not provide any help features, this shortcut was chosen to keep end user 
frustration low and to focus the study on the tool and not on the end users' capabilities 
of browsing for suitable documentation on the Internet. 

At the end of the evaluation, users were asked to summarise their experience with 
policytool. If they were not satisfied with it they were asked to give suggestions for 
additions or improvements or to propose different ideas for solving the task of setting 
up a security policy for Java applications. 

5 Results 

We present the results of the user trials in two groups: feedback that relates to policytool 
in terms of specific GUI problems and more general usability metrics; and feedback that 
is oriented towards finding more usable ways of setting up Java security policies. 

5.1 Problems with the graphical user interface 

Shneiderman and Plaisant [7] provide the following eight golden rules of interface de- 
sign by which we categorised the usability problems encountered in the user interface. 

Table 1 contains the 23 specific problems that the users found. The problems are 
grouped by window in which they appear and categorised according to the above men- 
tioned golden rules. 
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Table I. t i r a h i i q  dcul lr  found dunngti>e ev r lua rm caregoiised by !he goidcnrvicr ofShncldeman and P i a w n l  [?I 

No Pmblcmr Category 

w i i  rarely he the caw) a wrrningw generated Thn plvzies the u i e n  The) have done nnthingexcepl ~ o n l n g p ~ l q t o r ?  and alrcad) a w r n m g ~ r  ~ m u c d  
A S  B reamon many users u a n t d  to entcithe name o f  the poltcy file in  the field lak l led  Pollcy File But Ibis fisid is not edilahie w e n  t l w ~ p h  the uscr 
intcifaee suggestsit hy u l inga  t e ~ t f i e i d  a i th  sunksn relief Its sontenis can ontj he changsdthioughmenu optioniiopen an exist#npfiie, save s neuiy edltcd 
mid 01 hv slSnine ool iwioal with a command l h e  ontionthat r~es8fier the noiicv filc , .  . 
ARer returning from the set-up o r  policy entries, one muit save tiii p o i i g  fii; canh then stan ths ~ a v a  npp~ication with ths newi) saved policy file] Every 
Smu-operation icrul l r  i n  a popup-wiodou,thaf ~nfi,rmi the vrer that theSm,e completed mccessfully Some u e n  were annoyed b) thir One user s u ~ e \ t e d  
h a t  there s h o u l d k  astam, bar at the b r m m  o f  u'indow tha ts i iow the result ofthe Save-operation and whether there are u n w e d  changes 
Sometimes ursrs forgot to save their chnnged p o l i g  and restand the appl ieatm with an old policy fils. Whsn they went hack ra the poi iqtoni window 
there was no hmt to indicate whether or natthe uier lhad raved the fils. A i t l t u i  bar or greysd-out menu item would have helped hore. 
Them a x  no keyhard  sI~ortcu&finnmeee ittmm, e p Cn1.S f m s w e  i s  notimplcmenfed This anno)s pruf ic~entp~ogrammen hewwsc they mustmmke use of 
!he mouse. 
When uiers had to set up the sccond permisilon they were tmpted  to create a nrw p o b g  entry (Bunonlabclled A d d P o h o  Enoyi. %hen the correct ucllnn 
aould have k c n  iu add a pormwsinn roan  oxlrfing policy n n y  (Bunon lahelled Ed!, Polio Ennp l  i n  oro caw. uren; cmatcd addwonai p o i q  c n t i w  
vi thout m y  codc baser (thus gramrlng ths pcmirsionr to ail codc). h c a u i c  they urrumcd that t h q  wen: i n  fact edwng the exlitinp p o i q  onm. Usen 
suggested that showingthe complete p o i l q  in ths main u indoa  would k an advantage. Large p o l q  61ss could be addrcrsed hy using collaps~np trees (as 
found m filesystem hrmuaerst. 
I n  rhc second r u t ,  i t  was neccsran to also set up aLeystnrc cnny. Mort i ~ s e n  forgoithut Thc w m m g  that apublic kc? ~snr l t  knowil u,hsn closmgthcpdtcy 
cnuy window [fig. 2ih)) war not enough to remind people that the Leyrtare war needed Thus r h q  would re run  the appircatian only to pet thc very same 
BSECSI m ~ m ~ i  exception. This resulted in user b~ui lderment and fmrrration because the) tl>aughf they lhad tnadc a mistake in the permission definmon bur 
could notfind any such enoi Hawever. while the permission $tolament w a i  consct, the refercnss to the sen9satc b u h a r r  (the keyitore) war m w n g  Thm 
v n d d  sau~o  the cndc to Bil with rhcsnms access sonml  exsenoon as ~ftheooltcu enw wainor  U w c  at al l  . . .  
Wh~nenlcr ingthc kcyrtors iocntlon one ucinot!eodth;it ad ldno t  mancr ~frholoeation war cntcicd ;i\ r URL. or not Poiie~oolwouidautomsr~c;dly convcrt 
a non.URLlowtion to U R L  notation. Thls behaviour is i~tconi#stentwith how thc code b a  URL ~n the Polirr Enoy wmdox ib n r r t cd  

Thejoilowmg m r e r  vcnr lukm up for r h e p l q  r n i ~  x ~ m l r ~  (fiy 2(hi) 
9 Evcn though users had undcrstwd that psrmisr~ani are granted per code bow. the text field CadeBase war mncttmos m8sundontood Oneusor w n t d  to 

fill 8n the host name needed for the rwke t  permission. 
10 The cod$ bare must he f i l id in ar a URL. i f this is not dons. an enor mersage pops upu,hen Dyingro eiore thir window. A s  example o f  a code hare would 

lead tolcsr uscr h s t m o n  ~n this ~rrue. 
l I M.my uscn were confuscd hy the Szbmrd@lext fieid nnddid notknow whetller i twas relevanr to !ark I or not t i t  war notl. 
12 The SignedBytext field war relevant in task 2 but mrny userr hciiteted what to put thcis Shouid 11 be ailsc. Alice or?, jar? 
I 3  A i l  u c n  wandcred about pnnclpair and u,hccher they had to deal with them or not (gnncipals uic ncedrd ~n JAAS whwh we did not use in thlr mrdy). Thc 

U1 rhouid clan* how code buscs, s i m c n  and pnncipnls inlerrst 

n. u.'m PV i c w  r ~ l  r r p  .i znr rrnrr . . j . r l r ,m~.~  ,.I IC ,~  np ..A hi .' r 
I c  % n.mb:r lib.- u:r:. n'ax; h% 'J8: :onr:xso:-crml,., ,n tari:ta?licl#on On: b:r r . r  l o o h ;  ir..h:or;:l:.+.u . I  *D  n, n l r  'rc.:m-~..~~- 

..I A 1 u . m ~ ; ~  11,. L ~ : ! ~ . L I I c % ' L c ' . J ~  mn .la L .. 3 8 4  t'kbm:: I . I ~ L I .  . ) i  : X D : . I I O ~ T ~ ~ I : _  li.ct-:n,Ai$ \I hn, _-:?KT.-~.~ - & . .. 
that cxampler would have hsipcd greariy 

15 Whdc pstmtsrion namcs (PilsPennisrion. SockerPermiss~an otc ) are l i s t d  ~n alphaheitcai ordcr. wge t  names an: not t i scn  wcic confussd when gciP,nicu- 
a o n l k ~ m n ~ n w a r  nor readdy v l rh le  in  the ihsr 

16 I t  is not possihlsta pe t th rou~h  the lists foipermisrions.~lrgstr or acrlons more guickiy hy gplngthe first IeneNs) oi the permisrion.larpcr oiacrmn char one 
uanisto find mthelrr t .  

17 Most usen did not understand that there are both hsris permissions (such as a RuntimePsrmisrion at line 3 off ig.  I) .  whish consist o f  a tar@ (in this care 
gclPmrecrinnDon>oin)onlg, and regular p c r m i i m w .  ~ , h r h  C O ~ S I S ~  of ldrgc~ondact ion (see all other p e r m w o n i  in fig. 1 ). I i r i npurge t  for haw permmionr 
wk' cms id~rod  m~ i losd ing  b y  one uscr 

18 Many usen did not undmtandthat the action lin wouldappend its items to the text field. l l l ey  wuuldsnccr ilddltmnai actions by gpingthe actmn tcxt ~n the 
text field or by srsatin&a new permission for the additional action. 

19 Many psnnlsiionr allow widcards in  their ugcr and a c t m  sltings. Bur this IS repressnted in  the p p h i c a l  user meiface Only the <<,ILL FILES> > 
keyword is shown forf i ls permissions ~owcv;r, hinis for ths w8idcards r and - am m w m p  

20 Users did not understand what the t m  fisld SlgnrdBv ~n tho Permrrsion window w a i  a b u t  
21 Enrsringa non-standard permission (thsyy.YPsrmirsian) war difficultforali users. Al l  wsrs~pendmplime m browsingthe lntcrface msearch o f a  YPermlr- 

don. Whsn t h y  entercdfhe renmanually. i t  could happcn thattheactionficld w s g i y e d  out andthus uneditahiehecavssusen hadchosen a hark  permisi~on 
nrcviousiv Whm they had entned the r e a u l d  rcxt manmllv and ciorcd the wmdov for nermnsim scmne a u,amme w a  lsiucd that a YPcrnm\mn r a i  

. . . 
22  Even ussn that had understood thc comepis of psrmisrion.tnrgst and action were sonfuseduhcn thesc conceps were applied on r solFdefined pcrmirimn. 

cvon though rhc m o r m s w p  text i s  complssly m r l o g o u  (. . .AccessControlException: access denled 1m.YPermission x set). 
of. fig. 3). 

23 Whm adding the non-sranilanlYPcrm~ssio~,uicr wore iempted to forgot to put the full cims >name yyYPcrmmion m d  uouldonlgpur YPcrmissm 
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Fig.2. (a) Main window of the Java policytool (b) Permission entries for the code base 
/ trnp/xx . j a r  (c) Set-up of permissions. 

Fig. 3. Error message when executing the code for the first task without the proper socket pennis- 
sion. The text in italics shows the permission that is needed but not currently given. This is the 
text that corresponds almost verbatim to what must be put in the policy file, see line 4 in fig. 1 .  

The most frequent user problem was that users simply did not know how to pro- 
ceed (categorised as no. 4--Design dialogs to yield closure): Users did not know which 
steps they had to accomplish now nor where in the process of policy set-up they were 
currently situated-and policytool offered no help. This is most serious and cannot be 
remedied easily. Categories 1 (inconsistencies) and 8 (reduce memory load) are runners- 
up. Subjects found a number of inconsistencies within the application (e.g. URL check- 
ing is handled differently in two different windows; some lists are ordered alphabeti- 
cally, some are not) and with general GUI guidelines (e.g. successfully saving a policy 
causes a pop-up window to appear that must be acknowledged by the user). 

It cannot be stressed enough that there was no help feature at all included in the 
GUI of policytool, not an example, not a pointer to a web page, no help on how to use 
policytool. No user could complete the task without help from the evaluator. Many said 
that they would have had to study the documentation extensively before being able to 
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solve the two tasks on their own. This clearly violates items 2 (universal usability) and 
8 (reduce short-term memory load). 

Working with signed files was considered difficult by all users, which is in line with 
other studies [2,8] involving digital signatures. This task required a good understand- 
ing of the concepts of public key infrastructure and certificate databases. However, this 
understanding was made even more difficult due to the fact that keystore creation and 
import of certificates are not integrated into policytool but done in a separate command 
line tool called keytool. Users found this switch between applications most confusing. 
Also, keytool uses a lot of options that must be known to the user. As keytool was not 
part ofthe evaluation, users were supplied with the correct commands. Many users com- 
mented that it would probably have taken them a long time to figure out the commatld 
chain by themselves. 

The lack of integration between policytool and the runtime environment also caused 
problems. Even reasonably experienced programmers did not realize-at first-that the 
access control exception message caused by the Java  time contained the pennission 
that needed to be put in the policy file (see bold face text of fig. 3). They had not 
seen access control exceptions before, though they had seec other Java exceptions, and 
started examining the stack output rather than the access control exception message. 

After evaluating this tool, it is clear why applets as a substitute for plugins or for 
applications never had a breakthrough-managing their required permissions is an in- 
surmountable task for non-Java security experts given a tool like policytool, especially 
when working with signed code. 

5.2 Differences in the policy files 

Of the ten created policy files, four show interesting deviations that have an impact on 
security and performance. 

One user created three permissions where one would have been enough. Instead of 
the compact 

permission ~ava.ro.FilePem%snian ,'/rrnp/am,, 'read, write, delete8'; 

the user created three permission entries: one for read, one for write, one for delete. This 
is not a security problem but an inefficient way of stating policies. Other users started 
out with this approach but realised what they were doing and changed their policy to 
the more compact way of stating the permission. 

One user became impatient when setting up the required permissions for file access 
to /tmp/a and chose all actions. This gave the code the unneeded and dangerous 
permission to execute / tmp/a. 

One user did not supply the port for the socket pennissions, thus allowing the code 
to connect to any port at www.ida.liu.se (instead of port 80). 

Two users mistakenly created policy entries that gave permissions to any code be- 
cause they had not actively chosen the code base to which they wanted to add a permis- 
sion: 
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Both users mistook the Add Policy Enhy button for the Edit Policy En@) --+ Add New 
Pel-mission sequence. This serious mistake is a direct result of the GUI design of poli- 
cytool. In a hand-typed policy file this problem would not have arisen. 

5.3 Effectiveness, efficiency, user satisfaction 

The previous sections describe specific problems of policytool. This section summarises 
these findings and comments on the general usability of policytool following the usability- 
defining keywords of the 1SO standard 9241 -1 1 : effectiveness, efficiency, and user sat- 
isfaction. 

Efectiveness judges how well policytool supports the user in setting up a policy. If 
the user has all the knowledge about how Java security works, policytool may be quite 
a good syntax helper. However, novice users do not have that knowledge and are left 
on their own to find guidance in how to proceed to set up a policy. Effectiveness could 
be increased by guidance features such as wizards or safe staging (see section 6) that 
help identify the steps that must be taken to anive at a functional policy. To arrive at a 
holistic solution, keytool must also be integrated. 

Eficiency judges how resource-consuming (both computer and human) policytool 
is while accomplishing its task. Policytool fails on the human side. Users had to spend 
a lot of time and effort in figuring out what had to be done and received no help from 
policytool on this issue. Efficiency for novice users could be increased with wizards and 
help features; efficiency for expert users could be increased by keyboard shortcuts for 
buttons and menu items and a view that allows direct editing of the policy file. 

User satisfaction judges how acceptable policytool is to the users and if there is a fun 
factor or enriching experience associated with using policytool. The study users were 
not that negative towards policytool as a tool for editing a policy file, but they were very 
negative in their satisfaction with setting up security policies. They would have prefered 
a tool that was integrated into the Java runtime, a tool that would automatically collect 
required permissions and interact with the user only to ask whether a permission should 
be allowed or not. 

5.4 Suggestions for improvement 

This section contains user suggestions for improving the usability (and security) of 
setting up Java security policies and comments about the feasibility of the suggestions . 
The suggestions are categorised into new language features, help for end users and help 
for developers. 

Help for end usem As one user suggested: "There should be a -learn option to 
the Java runtime so that I do not have to be the parser for the system. My task [of putting 
required permissions in the policy file] could have been automated." 

Another user pointed out that there is a mismatch between the syntax of the policy 
file and the syntax of the access control exception text (see figures 1 and 3). It should 
be possible to create a smart copy-and-paste function that correctly pastes an access 
control exception text into a policy file. 
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One user suggested helplessly that there should be a check that ensures "that one 
does not allow too much". He had realised during the debriefing that his policy file 
allowed too much. 

It is definitely possible to set up Java security policies at runtime. JSEF [9] has 
done this with direct user interaction through a GUI. The user is prompted to decide 
whether to accept the required permission or not. However, using a GUI is not always 
possible, especially not in container environments where no display is associated with 
a piece of code. We therefore suggest the implementation of a "policy learner" that will 
either grant all required permissions by default and write them to a policy file for post 
mortem analysis or that will interact with user preferences. An analyzer component, 
much like an intrusion detection module, could react to flaws in the policy and trigger 
an alert if a piece of code has read a file in the file system and then opens a network 
connection (implying a breach of confidentiality because data may leave the host system 
and be transmitted somewhere else without the consent of the host or material owner). 
A policy learner could have prevented all of the deviations described in 5.2. 

Help for developers A tool could be created that semi-automatically detects required 
permissions in Java code (along the lines of C-tools like IBM Rational Purify, which 
detects runtime memory leaks). It must be ensured that all code is run (as with IBM 
Rational Purecoverage) so that even permissions for error situations (writing to an error 
log file) are detected. A problem is that e.g. automatically generated file names (e.g. 
date+time.txt) are then difficult to put in a policy. 

New language features One user proposed that the Java language could enforce that 
permissions must be declared in the same way as exceptions are declared today. As in 
the previous item, dynamic targets would be difficult to handle. It would be possible to 
require declaration of permissions within the code or that a JIT(Just In Time)-Compiler 
could produce a footprint of required permissions at early-execution time. It would 
not be too difficult to find out which classes of permissions a piece of code needs, 
but the problem resides with the targets that could be dynamically created at runtime, 
e.g. a program may ask the user to supply the hostname of the computer to which it 
wants to connect. It is obvious at compile time that a socket permission is needed, 
but the target of the socket permission, the actual host address, is not known before 
runtime. Koved and others [lo] have addressed static analysis of Java code in order to 
find required permissions. Their approach examines Java bytecode prior to execution 
and, using invocation graphs, finds required permissions. However, such a solution will 
not help for targets created at runtime (as described above). 

One user suggested permissions that allow the deletion of the files that the program 
has created. This could be either a new permission class or an additional action for 
standard FilePermissions. A lot of work exists to make Java security policies more 
expressive, e.g. [ll-131, allowing policies like e.g. "no write after a confidential read". 
However, none of the existing solutions have addressed usability issues. It is not likely 
that users would be able to handle more expressive security policies easily. 
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6 Related work 

It may seem that it is rather lopsided to evaluate a small application, find a lot of usabil- 
ity problems and draw general conclusions about usability of security tools from that. 
Unfortunately, policytool is just one in a long line of security tools that display an aston- 
ishing lack of user focus even though they are targeted at novice users. E-mail software 
with encryption [2,8], Internet banking [14,15], Internet Explorer [I], MS Word [16] 
and firewalls [17,18]-all these applications show severe shortcomings in the usability 
of their security functions. 

Currently suggested ways for improving the usability of security functions com- 
prise "good-enough security" [I 91 or "if we put usability first, how much security can 
we get" [20]. These approaches do not strive for perfect security, but for security that 
works in many cases. Safe staging [21] slowly and safely introduces the security novice 
to a security application through several stages. Also the concept of social navigation- 
showing how previous users have interacted or should interact with a user interface by 
leaving traces of earlier use on the artefact-has been used to enhance users' percep- 
tion of security features [22]. Yee [23] proposes security by designation: User action 
designates what the user wants to do and thus also authorises an action. 

In the end, there is a lot to be gained by following professional usability guidelines 
such as Jonston, Eloff and others [17, six criteria for successful human-computer in- 
teraction in security applications], Leveson [24, 60 guidelines for safe HMI design], 
Nielsen [4, 10 design slogans], Garfinkel [25, 6 general principles], IS0  standard 9241 
(parts 10-17), Shneiderman and Plaisant [7, 8 golden rules of interface design] and by 
subjecting the security product to usability testing, again and again. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper we have evaluated the usability of the Java policytool for setting up security 
policies for Java applications or components. We have found a number of problems- 
some small and some larger-in the GUI of policytool. The small ones violate GUI 
design guidelines and thus easily annoy users. The larger problems lead to serious lapses 
in the policy, thus endowing a Java application with more rights than it should have. 

The study users suggested a number of improvements that range from more expres- 
sive permissions to runtime policy setup with or without user interaction and to issues 
in static analysis such as changing the Java language in order to support the declaration 
of permissions. 

According to the definition of usable security software (see introduction), the Java 
policytool is not usable. (1) Users are not reliably made aware of their security tasks 
because policytool is not integrated with the actual Java application. (2) Figuring out 
how to perform the policy setup takes a lot of help from web resources and is not 
explained explicitly or implicitly within policytool. (3) Dangerous errors can easily be 
made as was shown in our evaluation. (4) Expert users are quicker in directly editing 
the policy file than handling the somewhat cumbersome policytool. 

Obviously there is a great potential for improvement and our future work will make 
use of findings from work in the field of usable security to improve the user task of 
setting up security policies. 
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